GRINDING MACHINE KL-205
FOR MINCER KNIVES AND PLATES

- Precise surface ground for mincer plates and knives from 40 to 210 mm
- Adjustable straight ground by means of universal manual grinding unit
- Stainless steel version, solid construction
- High grinding capacity thanks to external water cooling
Grinding machine KL-205
Precise, versatile and favourably priced

Surface ground: The mincer knives and plates are reground while being fixed by magnets and centered by means of centering pieces.

The manual grinding is used for straight grinding of the knives. The grinding angle can be fixed and the grinding pressure can be controlled easily.

Technical Data:

Prod.-No.: 9818100
Voltage: 3–400 V / 50 Hz
Connected load: 0,87 kW
Emissions sound pressure level L_{PA}: 63 dB
Emissions sound pressure level L_{WA}: 74 dB
Net weight: 85 kg
Height: 480 mm
Width: 1300 mm
Depth: 960 mm

CE/GS Other voltages available upon request. Subject to technical changes without prior notice.

We will happily send you detailed information about our range.